
SITUATION 

A major greeting card company retained my firm seeking to address a long-term downward 
trend in card usage in the United States. One trend showing the reduction in usage was that in 
fewer than 10 years “household participation” - defined as households in which one member 
bought at least one card in a calendar year - had declined from ~95% to below 80% 
nationwide. The company recognized, but had not fully adapted to, the encroaching 
competitive pressures of texting and consumer-friendly video calls, among other new 
technologies. As part of the project they required that proposed solutions incorporate “ink on 
paper” but could address new channels and innovative pricing or delivery mechanisms.

 


ANALYSIS 

Through extensive consumer insight development together with analysis of key success factors 
of the “connections” industry (i.e., any industry in which one individual uses a product or 
service to connect with another person) we identified aspects of the card purchase and use 
lifecycle that had grown stale for modern consumers. Of the findings, four were deemed critical 
and incorporated into proposed new business opportunities:


 - The “humor” category for mainstream greetings had not evolved with society’s more relaxed 
standards of acceptable, family-friendly humor;


 - A major consumer shift underway focused attention on product authenticity rather than 
product perfection;

 

 - The shopping experience for purchasing cards did not fit in with modern lifestyles;


 - Consumers had come to appreciate the immediacy and informality of modern 
communications. Cards were seen by many as a relic of a bygone era.


FINAL PROPOSALS 

Based on those and other insights, we proposed a handful of strategic growth initiatives. Four 
were selected as finalists, of which three were fully implemented.


 - Development of a modernized scope of acceptable humor category cards. Previously 
unacceptable topics such as political humor and celebrity card lines were included. New store 
signage was also tested to immediately draw a consumer to the new cards in the line.


 - Introduction of a new quarterly amateur card design competition modeled after reality shows 
such as American Idol. Non-employees could submit their card designs and captions for 
targeted situations (e.g., birthday) and have their designs voted on by other consumers. 
Winning designs were incorporated into card lines, with a picture and blurb about the amateur 
designer on the back of each winning card.


 - A new technology integration team was created and charged with identifying innovative 
technologies to incorporate into cards. Early successes included the introduction of Sound 
Cards as well as initial efforts to incorporate light and motion.


 - A card subscription service was developed for consumers to go online and select cards at 
any time and the cards would be delivered either to them or directly to the intended recipient at 
the time chosen by the consumer. Incorporation of an extensive online selection of cards was 
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tested with consumers and was extremely successful in early testing, though the opportunity 
was eventually shelved due to a conflict with an existing channel development initiative.


RESULTS 

As with all strategic growth initiatives, initial and ongoing testing encouraged the company to 
modify the growth opportunities as new learnings were discovered, and each opportunity 
evolved significantly. 


 - The expanded humor line was incorporated into another of the company’s card brands and 
was rolled out quietly without additional in-store signage. Anecdotal evidence suggests that 
consumers appreciated the expanded line and that it cut into the sales of existing competitors 
already in those categories.


 - The amateur design and production of cards continues to this day and such cards continue 
to be found in the card aisle, an innovation copied by competitors.


 - Sound cards have been wildly successful, though additional new technology integrations 
such as recordable sound cards have not had equal success. 


 - As noted above, the strategic goal of modernizing the shopping experience for cards was 
quietly shelved when it grew to conflict with existing distribution channel requirements.
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